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Smartwatch QCY GTS S2 (Black)

QCY GTS S2 Smartwatch (black).
The S2 is a multifunctional smartwatch from QCY that not only measures your steps and tells the time, but also helps you take care of
your  body!  Among  other  things,  the  device  monitors  your  sleep  and  heart  rate,  and  offers  more  than  100  sports  in  which  you  can
measure your progress! It will inform you of incoming messages, calls and notifications from apps such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
etc.,  and  let  you  manage  your  music  player  and  calls.  In  addition,  it  has  a  number  of  basic  functions,  such  as  an  alarm clock  and  a
stopwatch. It features an impressive screen and works with the QCY app. S2 is your new personal assistant!
 
Long service life
Your smartwatch will accompany you for a long time! With basic use, it can work for up to 14 days! If you use it in conjunction with the
app, the device works for 4 days. Are you worried that it will refuse to serve you at the wrong time? No worries! The S2 will remind you
when you need to recharge!
 
Your personal assistant
With the QCY smartwatch you have all  the necessary information at your fingertips.  One small  device will  allow you to easily manage
your music, take a photo, check the weather, or set your alarm clock. It will inform you of incoming calls and text messages, as well as
measure your stress levels, emotions, and help you improve the quality of your breathing.
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Reach your goals and break more records
With the S2 on your wrist, you always know the distance you've traveled, how many steps you've taken, and how many calories you've
burned  in  the  process.  The  smartwatch  offers  more  than  100  sports  in  which  you  can  measure  your  progress!  Running,  aerobics,
dancing? How about rollerblading, field hockey or skiing? Choose your favorite sport or discover your new passion with QCY!
 
Guarding your health
What else will the S2 surprise you with? The watch can monitor the quality of your sleep, as well as your natural cycles. In the app you
will  get access to a record of all  the necessary information and charts about them. You'll  learn from them, for example, whether your
heart is working as it should, and you'll be able to react quickly if there are any worrisome symptoms. The device also monitors blood
oxygen saturation levels, as well as menstruation, so you can always have access to your calendar at hand!
 
Convenient and practical
The smartwatch is equipped with a silicone strap, which makes it so comfortable to use. The skin-friendly material ensures comfort even
during intense workouts. What's more, the device's waterproof rating is IPX8, so you don't have to worry about drops of sweat or rain -
your smartwatch is safe!
 
Impressive screen
The QCY S2 is distinguished by its 1.85-inch screen with 2.5D edges. It displays images in full color and HD quality, providing an amazing
visual experience. There are more than 100 dials to choose from, so you can easily personalize the look of your smartwatch. Choose the
one that perfectly represents your character or change them according to your mood!
 
Don't part with your music
The S2 connected to your phone gives you the ability to manage your music player, so no matter what you're doing or where you are,
you don't have to take out your phone to change the song or manage the volume. Check out how convenient it is!
 
Talk freely
Someone calls you, but you don't have your phone handy? Answer from the smartwatch! With just one click, you can answer an incoming
call! In order for the Bluetooth call function to work, the S2 needs to be connected to your phone. 
 
Included
Smartwatch
Cable
Manual
	Manufacturer
	QCY
	Model
	S2
	Dimensions
	43.7 x 36.4 x 12 mm
	Strap dimensions
	120.5 x 22 mm (long version) ; 80.5 x 22 mm (short version)
	Weight
	18.3 g (watch) ; 40 g (watch strap)
	Display
	1.85 '' HD TFT
	Resolution
	240 x 280
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	Battery capacity
	280 mAh
	Battery life
	14 days with basic s1as functions* 4 days using Bluetooth
	Application
	QCY
	Compatibility
	Android version 6.1 or higher/ iOS 12.0 or higher
	Language
	English, simplified Chinese, traditional Chinese, Korean, Japanese, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese, Arabic, Polish, Russian,
Danish, Turkish, Indonesian, Czech
	Sport modes
	Treadmill,  stationary  bike,  yoga,  jumping  rope,  trampoline,  high  jump,  long  jump,  step-ups,  orbiter,  squats,  pull-ups,  push-ups,  plank,
gymnastics,  rowing,  Pilates,  stair  climbing,  weight  training,  abdominal  training,  horseback  riding,  cycling,  climbing,  hiking,  basketball,
field hockey, tennis, handball, bowling, volleyball, golf, dancing, Tai Chi, skiing, martial arts....
	Main functions
	Step  count,  heart  rate  measurement,  calories,  blood  oxygen  saturation,  sleep  monitoring,  menstruation,  breathing  exercises,  stress
measurement, emotions, calendar, clock, different dials to choose from, OTA update, ignore calls, player control, photos, stopwatch, call
notifications, SMS notifications, alarm clock, app notifications, low power notification, weather, timer, find phone, do not disturb mode
	Push notifications
	Twitter, Facebook, Gmail, WhatsApp, Messenger, QQ, Wechat
	App
	QCY APP

Preço:

€ 46.00

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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